TextStuff v1 Software Update Information

You can get the latest software updates as well as Technical Support by visiting the P Squared Website at http://www.psquared.net/support/ or the P Squared Forum at http://forum.psquared.net/

v1.0.16

Added support for the Samba3G modem.

v1.0.15

TextStuff now works with Samba 75 Modems.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Sometime the Phone number would not be displayed on the title bar
·	After closing TextStuff, some users would see a message box saying that it had shut down and was being closed.

v1.0.14

There is a new setting that allows you to set TextStuff to automatically delete stories after X days. 

The display now updates faster when you have a large number of messages to display.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Some characters would cause the messages to be truncated - such as @ symbols. These are now removed


v1.0.12

The telephone number of the first Modem is now displayed on the Title bar.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	If Textstuff was already running and you started it again it would get "stuck" in memory using memory and CPU cycles.

v1.0.11

Fixed a problem where occasionally multipart messages were not being deleted from the modem, so were being imported repeatedly.

v1.0.9

Added extra debugging info to Delete Message from Modem handling

v1.0.8

Emails are now sent by an external helper app to resolve issues where an email server could "hang" the connection leaving other emails waiting to be sent.

v1.0.5

The core SMS engine that interacts with the modem has been updated to improve reliability when capturing multi-part messages

The leading + character from phone numbers is now removed when forwarding on as emails as this can cause Spam filters to be concerned!

The phone number the text messages was sent to is now appended to the email body.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	When restarted, the program would not send any queued email messages until another sms message had been recieved.
·	Periodically after a multipart message no further emails would be sent.

v1.0.4

The following issues have been fixed:
·	The software would shut down after 20 or 30seconds when trying to send emails

v1.0.3

Emails are now cached to send rather than sent immediately. This means if an email server is unavailable the messages will be held for later delivery. Also, as long as all parts of a multi-part message are recieved within 10 seconds, the message is now sent in a single email rather than several emails each one containing slightly more text.

Emails are now delayed by 15 seconds after messages are recieved to allow the above process to occur.

You can now specify the "domain" that emails are being sent from - by default this is set to textstuff.com but you can alter it to whatever you prefer. If you don't include an @ symbol, TextStuff automatically pre-fixes the domain one. For instance "textstuff.com" will result in messages coming from 0123456@textstuff.com, whilst "-sms@textstuff.com" will set the sender to 0123456-sms@textstuff.com

Limited Debugging information has now been added to allow diagnosis of issues.

You can now create and upload P Squared Support Files from within TextStuff

v1.0.1

Incoming SMS messages can now be forwarded on to an email address. You just need to enter the email server details and the email address you want the messages sent to. Please note that if the email server is not available as the message arrives, it will not be forwarded on at all.

The "from" email address is set to the Senders phone number@textstuff.com to allow you to easily create rules in your email client to block certain senders.


v1.0.0

Initial Release

